When the music of Patrizio Buanne came into my life this changed my
life and hopelessness had turned into hope

The music from world star Patrizio Buanne saved my life and helped
me find new hope on one of my most hopeless days. When I wanted to
give up the fight against cancer in 2012, his music saved my life
because when I heard him sing on TV, my life changed, all
hopelessness had turned into new hope. From then on I was brave
enough again to fight against the cancer again and months later I had
won. Since then his music accompanied me and his music became my
best friend and today 2019 so many years later only one thing has
changed and that is that my love for his music has become even
greater than ever before and my respect, loyalty and gratitude for
Patrizio Buanne has grown boundlessly.
My life in recent years has certainly been anything but simple, marked
by strokes of fate and health setbacks, people who were very
important to me have died and on many days I walked through a
valley of tears. But since 2012 I was never alone anymore, because the
music from world star Patrizio Buanne accompanied my life and was
again and again like a bright sunshine in the darkest night.

With the greatest possible respect and the greatest possible loyalty to
my great hero and my greatest role model and also with boundless
gratitude deep in my heart for the most beautiful music in the world
which gave me on one of my most hopeless days new hope and courage
and wich also has saved my life and now I try to write on a piece of
paper what I feel, and try to pay my respects to one of the most unique
entertainers and singers of all times . i also want to say again why his
music means so much to me , and also why I love his music with all
my heart.
Here I am now sitting, once again facing an important turning point
in my life and allowed to live my dreams again and in that moment, I
am more aware than ever how much I owe the music from world star
Patrizio Buanne.
I owe my life to his music, because only through her have I found
again and again new courage and new strength since 2012, despite all

the health setbacks not to give up, she was my constant anchor and
became my best friend. The most special moment of my life was , when
in 2012, through the music of Patrizio Buanne, I found new hope and
courage in the fight against cancer.
Since then, his music has always been like the most beautiful sunshine
in my life. I am so thankful to have this timeless,beautiful and
fantastic music in my life. Many things changed in my life many
times, friends came and went, but I could always limitless rely on his
music and that she would help me again and again to dry my tears, to
be happy again and to find new hope always again .
Of course, this unique, great and phenomenal music can only exist
because there is a singer who has never given up creating timeless
music, and this singer is world star Patrizio Buanne. My respect and
loyalty to him has grown infinitely from year to year, and I can not
explain in words how great and appreciative that respect is that I feel.
Not even all the stars in the sky would be enough to sufficiently
describe my gratitude for his timeless and unique music.
Certainly, the music from Patrizio is one of the greatest miracles of my
life and every new morning that I can wake up and realize that I am
still alive, than is my heart is always filled with the greatest gratitude .
And every new morning i know that this new day will begin again
positively, because as soon as one of his songs sounds , then i can start
happily into the new day . It is No matter if it rains, storms or snows
because when I listen to his music the sunshine shines in my heart.
Since 2012, his music has given me the most wonderful moments of my
life , and his music has become an ever more valuable and consistent
part of my life from year to year. The music from Patrizio Buanne is
something very special, it is incomparable and unique and there will
never be anyone who can sing these songs as Patrizio Buanne does.
Because he has created something that will never be able to copie, and
that is his his personal own music style , his own Patrizio musicstyle.
His music has been, is and always will be my light of hope, through it
I will never stop believing in myself and my dreams and never will
losing the hope, the courage and the strength to continue on my way.

That I can start again in 2019 after all the many health setbacks of the
past few years with my music and at the same time with my book and
hope projects more and more people courage and hope can give ,
and that I did not give up fighting against the cancer and that i am
still alive , all that and much more i owe to his music. The music of
Patrizio Buanne was since 2012 my hope on hopeless days, she gave
me courage and strength not to give up and go my way and helped me
again and again to never give up the belief in myself and my dreams. I
dedicate my projects with the greatest respectful homage deep in my
heart to my greatest role model world star Patrizio Buanne.

My boundless love for his music will last forever. With the deepest
obeisance , with all respect and appreciation that is only possible, I
confess that I will forever remain a loyal fan of world star Patrizio
Buanne . His music will continue to be my daily companion and my
boundless respect, the greatest possible loyalty and the greatest
possible gratitude for this unique singer and entertainer and his music
will last forever.

